Pod family
The Pod family was born out of a need
to create intelligent and comfortable
workplaces, where you can work and meet
in peace. There is increasing demand
for flexible solutions for more functional
workplaces and greater wellbeing. With the
Pod family you can create better conditions
for both working alone and for casual
meetings and encounters.
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The 4C logic
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The best workplaces are built on the 4C logic
What are the best workplaces made of? There are probably as many
answers to this question as there are people answering this question,
but the best workplaces all have one thing in common: they make you
feel happy that Monday is here again.
At Martela we work with inspiring spaces. Through our work we have
researched the best workplaces and found out that they all have
specifically assigned areas for the different activities that take place
at the office: Collaboration, Communication, Concentration and
Chill-out. In short, we call them the 4C’s.
The 4C’s take advantage of the full potential of your employees, rather
than building boundaries and limiting creativity. Our Pod family has
been created exactly for this need: to support the changing requirements of the modern workplaces.
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An area for the free flow of ideas
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FROM NOISE JUNGLES TO PEACEFUL SOUNDSCAPES

PodBooth
PodBooth is designed to bring a peaceful
atmosphere to its surroundings. PodBooth has a
high-quality sound insulation that creates a private
space to take calls and have video conferences
while removing disruptive noise from the office.

Premium sound insulation
With its outstanding sound
insulation PodBooth generates
silence for the whole office, while
creating a private space within the
booth.

All about acoustics
We designed PodBooth to have perfect
acoustics inside, but didn’t stop there: the
exterior of the upholstered PodBooth also
works as an acoustic surface.

Easy to relocate
PodBooth adapts to the changing
needs of modern workplaces. With
the optional castors it’s so easy to
move around that you could find a
new place for your pod every day if
you wanted.

Care for details
A closer look at the PodBooth makes you notice
how carefully every detail has been designed.
The design choices have all been made with
the end-user in mind. The magnet-closing door,
rounded corners and the spacious interior all
contribute to the user experience.

C R E AT E A C O H E R E N T I N T E R I O R W I T H T H E P O D F A M I LY

HARMONY

We offer a wide selection of fabrics and other materials that
can be adapted to our furniture. With the right kind of materials
and tones, you can create a harmonious working environment
for your office.
With one single product family you can create a workplace with
areas for quiet and focused working as well as relaxation and
spontaneous meetings. Both modern and timeless, the Pod
family is designed to support activity-based working and to
maintain a beautiful look and feel at your working environment.

A B E A U T I F U L S O F A , S C R E E N O R A C T U A L LY A R O O M?

PodLounge

Perfect for chill-out time and communication, PodLounge, is a versatile furniture
system that includes a seat and several
screen options. It can be used both on its
own and in a group of many modules. Thanks
to its compact size, the seat fits even in small
spaces and as with our furniture in general,
it’s easy to move to a new place.
Each module consists of a seat for two
people and is available with a fixed screen in
three different versions at two heights.

CHANGING NEEDS REQUIRE FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS.

PodMeeting
The PodMeeting module consists of two
comfortable and sound-damping PodSofas which
are connected by an upholstered wall unit, to
which an elegant and lightweight conference table
top is assembled. The unit can be electrified and
equipped with a whiteboard.
By setting up several PodMeeting modules in open
spaces, you can create multiple small, room-like
spaces without having to build any walls.

C R E AT I N G S M A R T A N D C O M F O R TA B L E W O R K P L A C E S

PodMeeting
Cove

PodMeeting Cove is an efficient meeting place
for up to four people. The module comprises a
table and a surrounding sound-absorbent screen
upholstered in fabric that forms a ‘cabin’ around
the table. The PodLounge seat unit can also be
used to create a cosy and soft nook for meetings or
working alone.

BETTER CONDITIONS FOR CASUAL MEETINGS.

PodMeeting
Xpress

PodMeeting Xpress is an efficient
meeting place for spontaneous
encounters. The basic module is
upholstered with fabric to absorb
sound and includes a table for
four persons. Both horizontal or
vertical versions are available
depending on how much privacy
is desired. The module can even
be equipped with a table on both
sides of the screen.

MODUL ARITY IS A KEY FACTOR IN WORKPL ACE DESIGN

PodWork

PodWork workstations provide extra
privacy in open-plan workplaces.
More and more workplaces have
a need for spaces in which work
requiring concentration can be done
in peace. PodWork workstations have
been designed to meet this need: the
two different workstation modules
can easily be combined to produce
the desired layout.
PodWork features two different
workstation modules, one of them
more open and the other more
private. By combining these, it
is possible to create a variety of
workspaces. The idea is that the
PodWork modules allow convertibility
and flexibility in workplace design,
whatever the size of the office.

UNIFORM LOOK & FEEL THROUGHOUT THE OFFICE

PodWork
Xpress

PodWork Xpress

PodWork Xpress coat rack

Today, many people are mobile workers
and are able to carry out their more
simple tasks on their mobile phones
and laptops. However, sometimes you
just have to stop and reply to emails
or focus on other work tasks. The
PodWork Xpress workstation has been
designed precisely for this.

To create a uniform workplace interior,
we designed PodWork Xpress to be used
versatilely as a place to store clothes. The
matching clothes storage unit has a shelf for
shoes, a hat rack and a place for hangers.

PodWork Xpress offers a private place
for short-term working in an activity
based office. The table top is available
either in sitting or standing height.

“There are plenty of attractive clothes
racks on the market but their design is too
often hidden under the hanging clothes and
they create a restless visual element. The
PodWork Xpress clothes storage unit keeps
clothes in better order and is a calming visual
element in an open space,” says Kari Leino,
Product & Design Director at Martela.

COMPACT DIMENSIONS

PodSofa  /  PodSeat
PodSofa and PodSeat offer peace and quiet
for people working in noisy spaces but also suit
one-on-one discussions and phone calls when you
don’t want to disturb others.

PodSofa

PodSeat

The PodSofa is a comfortable
and sound-insulating seat for
two. It can be used individually
or in groups to create small,
room-like spaces for common
areas at workplaces. The
window openings in the
PodSofa function as armrests.

The nest-like PodSeat has the same features
but seats one. The optional swivel base enables
the user to turn towards other people or away
from them for privacy and quiet. Thanks to their
compact dimensions, the PodSofa and PodSeat
are easy to place in many kinds of spaces and it is
also easy to move them around. Both are available
with rotating laptop tables.

P O D F A M I LY
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Better working
environments
IoT technology and smart
solutions enable the creation
of even better working
environments. By combining
sensory technology with the
Pod product family, you can
provide your organization
with up-to-date information
about free workstations
and booths. In addition,
temperature charts indicate
the utilization rate of the
products.
As part of our Lifecycle
services, monitoring of user
data supports maintenance
and continuous development
of the workplace.

PodMeeting Xpress

PodLounge

PodSofa / PodSeat

Check all the details at martela.com

o4i DESIGN STUDIO

Martela is one of the Nordic leaders specializing in user-centric working and learning
environments. We offer our customers
a single point of contact for the entire
workplace lifecycle – from specifying needs
to continuous development and optimization.
At Martela we think the workplace is an
opportunity to increase wellbeing and
develop corporate culture and responsibility.

Henrik Kjellberg   Jon Lindström

o4i Design Studio is a Stockholm-based
design agency focusing on contemporary
public and domestic furniture. o4i Design
Studio has designed the growing Pod
family for Martela, creating an entity
that brings balance and a harmonious
atmosphere to the entire office.

“Our approach to workplace design is
human-centred in the sense that user
needs and behaviours are always the
starting point and dictate the functions
required for each and every project.
Through our work we’ve learned a lot
about how public spaces affect people’s
wellbeing and how new technologies
are currently the driving force changing
the work culture in our society. We see
it as part of our mission to tackle the
challenges and explore the advantages
of this change to boost wellbeing
and productivity by finding new and
innovative solutions.”

We have a strong desire to create solutions
that genuinely support our customers’
operations. Quality is visibly present in our
products and services and in the way we
operate. For us quality is an essential part of
our everyday work.

martela.com
martela.fi
martela.no
martela.se

Hear your
own thoughts

